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“BULLETIN OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCE”
IS A LEADING PROFESSIONAL EDITION
OF DOMESTIC AGRICULTURAL DEED IN THE
20-IES OF THE XX CENTURY
Summary
The 130th anniversary of existence of formalized agricultural research case as
an organization is celebrated in 2014. One of its scientific and organizational
structures was Agricultural Scientific Committee of Ukraine, founded in November
30, 1918 in Kiev. It was a landmark event in the history of the domestic agricultural
deed during the 19181927 years.
As a result of historical and scientific analysis of agricultural periodicals, pages
reflecting the state of agricultural science and research affairs in the early 20's of last
century, the “Bulletin of Agricultural Science” is determined. It was founded by the
Agricultural Scientific Committee of Ukraine for the purposes of information support
and coordination of the agricultural sector of Ukraine in the 20’s of last century.

The purpose of the article is a comprehensive research and historical analysis of
the formation and activities of the main journal of the Committee “Bulletin of
Agricultural Science”. Journal out monthly during the seven years of 34 printed
sheets. Its first issue of was published in September 1922. Acute scientific and
organizational issues on the state and development of agricultural science are raised
on the pages of “Bulletin of Agricultural Science”. Journal included the following
categories: research papers on various branches of agriculture; essays and book
reviews; agricultural research activities in Ukraine; agricultural science outside
Ukraine;

personalities;

bibliography;

official

reports,

questionnaires

and

advertisements. Outstanding agrarian scientists were the circle of leaders  members
of the journal.
Agricultural Scientific Committee of Ukraine made a significant contribution to
revival and development of publishing in the USSR from the first day of its activity.
“Bulletin of Agricultural Science” took an important place in agricultural science and
research case in the 20’s of last century. It was the most effective means of scientific
communication. Saved as a source periodical “Bulletin of Agricultural Science” in
many cases may be the only means of reconstruction and in-depth study of a complex
unexplored separate stages of agricultural science and research affairs. It is noted
multilateralism reproduction process of agricultural science in Ukraine in its entirety
with significant information saturation. Publication of the journal are valuable
evidence base to reconstruct a fundamental history of formation and development of
agrarian science and research deed in Ukraine, to return to the scientific community
names undeservedly forgotten scientists, whose heritages are largely remains
displayed only on the periodic publications. One of them is “Bulletin of Agricultural
Science”.

